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Complete the following conditional sentences.

11) I won't pass my exam if -----------------------------------------------------------------.

12) If I learn English well, -------------------------------------------------------------------.

Complete the following sentences. 

13)If my brother (go) ---------------------- out with his friends tonight, I (watch) ------------------- the 

football match on TV.                                                                                                              14)If Kate (hurry 

/ not) ---------------------------, she (miss) -------------------------- the bus.              
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                                                                           Vocabulary    

 Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks.

1) Each person's fingerprint is u-iq-e.

2) The teacher wanted us to circle the

 food we eat everyday in the p-ram-ds.

Match the definition in part A with the words in Part B. (There is one extra words.)                   

    A                                                                                           B     

3)Who or what a thing or person is                                         a) identity

4) To value some body or something                                     b) reflect                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                              c)appreciate

Choose the correct answer.
5) An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is having healthy..........…… with others.

a)knowledge                b) popularity                 c) relationship             d)proportion

6)I bought this beautiful ---------- cup in Meibod.

a)pottery              b)reflect                 c)appreciate                d)custom

Fill in the blanks with the given words.

                              Custums / appreciates / humankind

7) The World Wars have been really bad for -------------------------.

8) My uncle is interested in old local --------------------.

                                                                    Grammar 
Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with proper words.

My father went shopping yesterday. He bought (9)…...……..…. Of

 bread and two (10)……..…..….of milk too.
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Unscramble the following sentence.
27) saw / chicken / my friends / the yard / a lot of / in /.

……………………………………………………………………………………….

                                                                   Cloze test
Read the text and then choose the correct answers.    ''An endangered language''

Nowadays, many languages are…..(28)….. their native speakers. When a language dies, the 

knowledge and culture …..(29)….. with it. A lot of endangered languages are in Oceania and south 

America.

Some of them are on Asia and Africa. The number of live languages of the world is around 7000, and 

many of them may not …..(30)….. in the future.

28) a. communicating                 b. exchanging               c. losing                 d. keeping

29) a. make up                            b. range                         c. prevent              d. disappear

30) a. vary                                   b. exist                          c. understand        d. surf

                                                                        Reading
Art is what people create with imagination and skill. As a part of culture, it shows the way of life and 

identity of a nation and reflects the history of a society. In fact, the history of humankind is the 

history of art. If we want to know a country or a nation well, we should study its art. Iran has a five-

thousand-year-old history of artistic works and handicrafts including pottery, painting, calligraphy, 

rugs and carpets, ect.

31) Painting is what people create with imagination. (True / False)

32) Art shows the way of life and identity of a nation. (True / False)

33) '' it '' in the first line refers to :

a. culture                             b. life                            c. art                               d.skill

34) What does art reflect?

...................................................................................................

35) What should we do if we want to know a country or a nation well?

....................................................................................................

By : Maryam Sirab

                                                      writing
Two of the words in each group are antonyms.Find them.

15) rise / move / reflect / fall

16)quickly / sadly / greatly / slowly

Match the columns and write the correct forms of the words.

                                    A                                    B
                             17)diverse                                     dis-

                             18)able                                           -ity

                             19)like                                            -full

                             20)skill                                            un-                

Complete the following sentences with the gerunds or infinitives of te verbs in the box.                                                     
                                             

21) My sister has -------------------------- books in her library. (79)

22) I ran fast ---------------------- the bus. (catch)

Write the correct words in the following table.

She studies English at school every week.
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پاسخنامه یازدهمپاسخنامه دهم

1-destroy1- n - u

2- defend2- y - i

3- vacation3- a

4-sites4- c

5- d5- c 

6- c6- a

7- a7- humankind

8- b8- custums

9- b9- three leaves

10- c10- bottles

11- must11- I don’t study well.

12- must not12- I will speak english easily.

13- May I leave the class?13- goes- will watch

14- You cant park here14- doesn’t hurry- will miss

15- in...at...in...on15- rise- fall

16- Everyone needs to plan for the future.16- quickly - slowly

17- China is famous for the Great Wall17-diversity

18- probably18- unable

19- well19- dislike

20-b20- skillfull

21- a21- seventy- nine

22- c22- to catch

23- Saberi-years-daughter23- English

24- injured24- school

25- range25- she

26- culture26- every week

27-False27- my friends saw a lot of chicken in the yard.

28-True28- c

29- b29- d

30- a30- b

31- international tourists travel abroad.31- False

32- True

33- c

34- It reflects the history of a society.

35- we should study its art.


